Heritable natural variation of light/dark preference in an outbred zebrafish population.
Anxiety is a fear-like response to stimuli perceived to be threatening. Excessive or uncontrollable anxiety is a debilitating psychiatric disorder which affects many people throughout their lifetime. In unravelling the complex genetic and environmental regulations of anxiety-like phenotypes, models measuring the natural dark avoidance of larval zebrafish have shed light on the individual variation and heritability of this anxiety-related trait. Using the light/dark choice paradigm and selective breeding, this study aims to validate previous findings of the variable (VDA) and strong dark aversion (SDA) heritability in AB-WT larval zebrafish using the outbred zebrafish strain EK, which offers more genetic diversity to aid in future molecular mapping efforts. 190 larvae (6 days post fertilization [dpf] and 7 dpf) were tested across four trials and divided into variable (VDA), medium (MDA) and strong (SDA) dark aversion for further in-crosses. VDA and MDA larvae became more explorative with time, whereas SDA larvae rarely left the preferred light zone. The SDA and VDA in-crosses significantly increased the respective phenotypes in the second generation of larvae, whereas VDA × MDA inter-crosses did not. For the second-generation SDA cohort, dark aversion correlated with increased thigmotaxis, which reinforces SDA as an anxiety-like phenotype. Our finding that the dark aversion trait and SDA and VDA phenotypes are heritable in an outbred zebrafish population lays an important foundation for future studies of genetic underpinnings using whole-genome mapping methods. This conserved fear/anxiety-like response in a highly accessible model organism also allows for further pharmacological and behavioral studies to elucidate the etiology of anxiety and the search for novel therapeutics for anxiety disorders.